Heart rate variability (HRV) metrics hold promise as potential indicators for autonomic function, prediction of adverse cardiovascular outcomes, psychophysiological status, and general wellness. Although the investigation of HRV has been prevalent for several decades, the methods used for preprocessing, windowing, and choosing appropriate parameters lacks consensus among academic and clinical investigators. This work presents a comprehensive and open-source modular program for calculating HRV implemented in Matlab with evidence-based algorithms and output formats. Additionally, we compare our software with another widely used HRV toolbox written in C and available through PhysioNet.org. Our findings show substantially similar results when using high quality electrocardiograms (ECG) free from arrhythmias. However, we note that all existing HRV toolboxes do not include standardized preprocessing, signal quality indices and abnormal rhythm detection and are therefore likely to lead to significant errors in the presence of moderate to high noise or arrhythmias. We therefore describe the inclusion of validated tools for performing preprocessing, signal quality, and arrhythmia detection to help provide standardization and repeatability in the field.
I. Introduction
Interest in heart rate variability (HRV) and cardiovascular dynamics signal processing has seen a recent resurgence due to the increased availability of devices and wearables that record physiological signals. Methods that measure cardiovascular dynamics can be used to detect changes in the autonomic nervous system [1] [2] [3] and hold promise as tools that can aid in disease tracking, wellness promotion, and risk stratification. The non-invasive nature of HRV measurement makes it particularly attractive as a long-term health tracking tool, or component of a more comprehensive health monitoring framework.
Despite its popularity in research and relatively long history, there is still much disagreement in the methods by which researchers apply HRV signal processing. This disagreement limits meaningful comparisons between studies and scientific repeatability, especially when inhouse, custom, non-public software are used. Unfortunately, few HRV programs are rigorously designed and tested with methods that are clear and open access. Additionally, of the open-source HRV programs available, many are poorly documented, no longer supported by their original authors, or have broken dependencies that require extensive troubleshooting. Regardless, no existing HRV software toolbox, to our knowledge, provides a comprehensive suite of validated tools. More specifically, such software should undergo a validation process in which the output is rigorously compared with expected values based on a standardized input; furthermore, it should be compared to another set of well-developed HRV tools for consistency.
Perhaps the most used, and trusted HRV toolbox, is that written by Mietus and Moody, available from PhysioNet.org [4] . PhysioNet's HRV Toolbox, an open-source package that is written in C and performs general HRV statistics and spectral analysis. This toolbox has the unique feature of compatibility with the QRS detectors, data libraries, and processing and evaluation tools of Physionet's Waveform Database (WFDB) Software Library. However, installation is nontrivial and the preprocessing and other variables associated with it require some expert use significant domain knowledge.
To address the issues of validation, standardization, repeatability, we have developed a comprehensive and open-source HRV analysis toolbox. The toolbox has been designed to accept a wide range of cardiovascular signals and analyze those signals with a variety of classic and modern signal processing methods. The toolbox includes many features not offered in other programs, including peak and pulse detection, signal quality analysis, rhythm detection, beat classification, general HRV statistics, phase rectified signal averaging (PRSA) techniques for deceleration and acceleration capacity, pulse arrival time (PAT), and cardiopulmonary coupling methods. The toolbox is written in the Matlab programming language and does not have any dependencies on external software or libraries. (A list of minimal in-built Matlab toolboxes are provided in the Appendix. The toolbox was designed to use the minimal number of dependencies and the most basic operators to future-proof the code base as much as possible.) The toolbox can process raw waveform data (such as electrocardiograms) as well as derived RR-interval data. Although it was designed not to deal with file formats, the toolbox does natively support MAT, CSV, or WFDB-compatible annotation formats (version 10.5.24 and earlier) without relying on PhysioNet's WFDB libraries (or other libraries). If users wish to export results from the HRV Toolbox, a function is included that allows for standard WFDB compatible output annotation files or CSV output files.
described here employs several methods to prepare data for HRV estimation, including assessing signal quality and detecting arrhythmias, erroneous data, and noise. These segments of data, which must be excluded from HRV analysis, can then be systematically removed based on threshold settings selected by the user or recommended in previously validated studies. In particular, our toolbox contains one initialization (or header) file which lists all the options available, with typical default settings. In this way, a user may easily identify which settings need to be given considerable thought (all the ones listed) and provide this listing in a publication.
This publication outlines the tools contained within the Matlab HRV Toolbox and presents results from a validation of the peak detectors and metric calculations with the C Toolbox by Mietus and Moody. For a detailed overview of the signal processing issues related to HRV, we refer the reader to Clifford et al. [5] .
II. Methods

A. Toolbox Design
The HRV Toolbox described here employs an initialization file that sets up global variables that deal with thresholds, window settings, noise limits, and spectral analysis limits. Once the researcher has selected parameters for the analysis, the physiological waveforms can be uploaded into Matlab for processing. The toolbox can accept electrocardiogram (ECG), blood pressure (ABP), and photoplethysmogram (PPG) data and has validated beat detectors for each of these signals. The available beat detectors for ECG include Matlab versions of the PhysioNet tools sqrs [6, 7] , wqrs [8, 9] , and jqrs [10] [11] [12] . For pulse detection, the Matlab version of wabp [13] is customized for both blood pressure waveforms and PPG waveforms.
To quantify the signal quality of the various waveforms, a signal quality index (SQI) is calculated on a rolling window for the duration of the waveform. The toolbox uses bsqi [14] for ECG, jsqi [13, 15] for BP, and psqi [16] for PPG. The user can set a threshold for acceptable SQI, which is then used during the preprocessing step to determine which segments of the waveform should not be analyzed. Ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation detection is performed using a state-of-the-art method published by Li, et al. [17] .
Waveforms are next converted to RR-intervals by taking the consecutive differences of the beat locations in contiguous data (where segments have not been removed). If the user desires to use RR interval data instead of the raw waveforms, the RR interval time series can be loaded into the HRV Toolbox directly, although signal quality and VF detection cannot then be performed. Atrial fibrillation (AF) is detected on the RR interval time series using the method published by Oster, et al. [18] . Data is preprocessed by flagging and removing or interpolating through data with a change in RR interval greater than a threshold set by the user. The interpolation method is chosen by the user but options include cubic spline and linear interpolation functions. Gaps are also flagged and removed during this step. Time domain metrics are then calculated on the time series. Again, we note that removal without replacement is recommended. [19] Vest et al. 
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For frequency domain calculations, the power spectral density (PSD) of the RR interval time series can be generated using several methods. Those methods include: the Lomb Periodogram, the Welch PSD estimate, the Burg PSD estimate, and the discrete or fast Fourier transform. An option to resample the RR interval time series is provided to users since the methods other than the Lomb Periodogram assume that the time series is uniformly sampled. Re-sampling the RR interval time series involves interpolating through the signal (such as by linear or cubic spline interpolation) and re-sampling at regular intervals specified by the resampling frequency. All PSD estimates calculated by the HRV Toolbox described here can accept frequency bin size as a parameter, which improves control over the reproducibility of the resulting analysis.
After the PSD is calculated, various frequency domain HRV metrics are calculated. The sum of power in the various frequency bands is calculated as is the total power in the spectrum. These spectral metrics can be normalized to the variance of the RR interval time series, or to another measure. As stated above, many researchers normalize the sum of the power spectral density plot to variance because of the mathematical equivalency of the two. The choice of normalization is up to the user, but explicitly specified in the set-up of the analysis.
B. Toolbox Validation
To evaluate the performance of the toolbox against accepted methods available in the field, annotations and metrics were compared between the HRV Toolbox described here and previously published or public tools from PhysioNet.
1. Peak Detectors-Three peak detectors are provided within the Matlab HRV Toolbox described here. In order to compare their performance to previously published peak detectors, ECG waveforms from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database were processed with the provided Matlab peak detectors jqrs.m [10] [11] [12] , wqrs.m [8, 9] , and sqrs.m [6, 7] , and with wqrs.c [8, 9] , sqrs.c [7, 8] , and gqrs.c [8] available from the WFDB software package. The open-source eplimited 'Pan and Tompkins' method [20] was not included for this analysis because its performance on the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database, on which it was optimized without cross validation, has been widely reported. Additionally, gqrs and jqrs are similar algorithms (based on energy), adapted to long term and noisy recordings. Annotation files were generated from the peak detectors and were compared against reference annotations provided in the database using PhysioNet's bxb.c function with a match threshold of 100 ms.
The first lead of all the database records was analyzed (~48 records, ~30 minutes each). The bxb.c function compares each beat with the reference annotation. If the two annotations match within 100 ms, the beat is considered matching to the reference. The F1 score is reported as a measure of performance.
the HRV Toolbox described here (after removing the mean in the case of spectral metrics). Mean NN interval, PNN50, RMSSD, SDNN, HF, LF, LF/HF ratio, and total power were calculated on each window over the entirety of the 24 hour recording for each patient (n = 18). The spectral metrics were calculated using the Lomb Periodogram and normalized per the method in the C implementation of the function in Numerical Recipes in C [21] . Results were compared on each patient using mxm, a PhysioNet function that finds the root mean squared error according to the equation and normalizes to the mean value of the accepted standard, which in this case was taken to be the value given by the PhysioNet HRV Toolbox implementation.
Previous experience using various HRV toolboxes indicates that changing the frequency binning when performing spectral estimation can change the results generated. The frequency vectors were standardized between the PhysioNet HRV Toolbox and the Matlab HRV Toolbox described here.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Peak Detectors
When tested on the MIT Arrhythmia Database data the Matlab peak detectors performed similarly to the C versions, as shown in Table 1 . The F1 scores for each of the detectors were above 90. A nonsignificant difference for the Matlab and C versions of wqrs are observed (due to window edge effects). A larger difference is observed in the two versions of sqrs (which was not written specifically for this toolbox), but since the qrs detector is not recommended for use in either the C or Matlab version, the differences are unimportant. We note, however, that additional analyses on more databases should (and will) be performed to fully analyze their performance, particularly on noisy data. In previous publications we have shown the superiority of jqrs for long term noisy recordings, with a winning entry in the PhysioNet Challenge 2014 [11] . The reader should not assume a high F1 indicates a better performing algorithm in reality, but rather that these perform well for noise free databases, and in particular on the MIT-BIH database, on which they were trained, with no independent out of sample testing. As such they are highly over-trained to these databases and likely to be underperforming on other databases. The fact that the higher scoring algorithms trigger on slopes, rather than energy explains their noise sensitivity. It is this fact that is exploited to enable signal quality metrics [14] .
B. HRV Metrics
The Matlab HRV Toolbox described here generated results which were within 0.16% normalized RMSE of PhysioNet's HRV Toolbox (Table 2 ) on all metrics tested on the MIT Normal Sinus Rhythm Database. The metrics with the highest error were PNN50 and RMSSD. When a closer inspection was performed on the way these metrics were calculated, it was discovered that the PhysioNet's HRV Toolbox removed additional data points on the edge of the windows compared to the method by the Matlab HRV Toolbox. This accounted for the minor differences. The remainder of the error is likely due to round off of constants that can be performed differently in Matlab and in C. However, these errors should not significantly affect any analysis.
Although these results show the Matlab HRV Toolbox can perform similarly to the C version, future analyses will evaluate the effect of the differing methods of preprocessing, frequency binning, and normalization. Care was taken to ensure consistency in this analysis; preprocessing, frequency binning, and normalization were all standardized between the two HRV Toolboxes. However, these processing steps tend to vary drastically between researchers and an analysis on how they impact results and conclusions would be instructive.
IV. Conclusions
This article presents the outline of an open-source standardized HRV toolbox and some of the issues surrounding its use.
Comparison to standard open-source software demonstrate that it can be used as benchmarking system for HRV studies, FDA filings, and industrial applications (due to its BSD licensing). In particular we highlight the fact that small differences in preprocessing and QRS detection have large effects on reported indices. Future articles will expand on the documentation and add further tools to the code base.
VII. Appendix
The current version (1.0) of the HRV toolbox requires the following Matlab configuration: Matlab (v 9.1), Signal Processing Toolbox (v 7.3), and Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox (v 11.0). 
